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Text data pertaining to peoples’ careers have proliferated in the past few decades. Due to the digitization of job search, recruitment, and the development of HR systems, it is relatively easy to access and obtain large datasets containing information about jobs or other work-related information at the micro (individual), meso (institutional), and macro (regional, national and global) levels, or some combination thereof. Examples of text data that may be used to study careers include (auto)biographies, résumés, posts in professional social networking sites, online job boards, public surveys, interview transcripts, personal diary entries, and even academic publications. Of particular interest are job vacancies, as aside from education and job experience, they also contain information about individuals’ roles, responsibilities, knowledge, skills, and abilities, which comes with the promise of adding specificity and context to the career domain, which has come to be dominated by reductionist and generalist approaches to operationalizing key constructs. Online forums and social media also provide data relevant to the study of careers since employees use these platforms to voice their ongoing opinions and sentiments about their past and present employers.

As a way to characterize big text data we can use the framework of the four “V”s of Big Data: Volume, Velocity, Variety, and Veracity (De Mauro, Greco, & Grimaldi, 2015). The sheer Volume of the available text data on careers is unprecedented, and far beyond the traditional qualitative and quantitative datasets in careers research. It is oftentimes not possible to store these data locally on a single computer (e.g. a desktop) and to use traditional analytical software and methods for their analysis. Furthermore, the rate at which data about work and careers is generated (Velocity) is also growing. One should simply think about the number of public status or CV updates on popular professional/social networking sites such as LinkedIn or Facebook, or the number of vacancy announcements posted to the Internet on a daily basis. Data also comes in many different guises (Variety), and are hardly ever produced with the primary aim of facilitating the conduct of research. Therefore, substantial effort must be invested to process different data types and forms in order to make the data suitable for analysis. A final challenge lies in the question of data and data-source integrity (Veracity), which also needs to be carefully considered when one wants to generate valid insights from textual data.

The abundance of “big” text data containing information about careers also offers new avenues for careers research and paves the way for the development of bespoke
text analysis methods and applications. Gone are the days when text analysis was limited to the mere counting of words, as contemporary sophisticated methods allow researchers to extract and organize textual content into topics, themes, and semantics, opening the door to theory generation and theory-testing (Kobayashi et al., 2018b). The current chapter was written to illuminate some of these possible avenues and to provide initial guidance to careers researchers who might be interested in working with “big” text data.

Most of the aforementioned types of text data are relatively easy to collect, as they can be simply scraped from the Internet. However, in some cases researchers may need to consult with website owners, and ask for direct access (for instance through an Application Programming Interface or API). It comes without saying that there are privacy and possibly copyright issues associated with the use of such data. Privacy and copyright considerations should be negotiated prior to data collection and analysis (van Wel & Royakkers, 2004).

In an effort to familiarize careers researchers with text mining practices, this chapter provides an overview of the text mining process, from data preprocessing, the application of text mining operations, validation, to post-hoc analysis of the resulting models. Various text mining operations, such as dimensionality reduction, text clustering, topic modeling, text classification, and neural word embeddings are discussed. Finally, to demonstrate the capability of novel text mining methods in the area of careers research, an example use case is provided.

TEXT MINING

The primary aim of text mining (TM) is to generate (exploratory) insights from and/or test hypotheses using free unstructured big text (Kao & Poteet, 2007). Hence, text mining is viewed as an objective-driven, systematic process that is generally performed through the following three steps: (1) text data collection and preprocessing, (2) application of text mining techniques, and (3) postprocessing (Zhang, Chen, & Liu, 2015). Figure 7.1 shows an overview of the different steps in the TM process. The organization of this chapter follows this figure.

Text preprocessing may be further subdivided into text data cleaning and text data transformation (e.g. converting unstructured text into intermediate forms which are used as input to the actual TM operations). TM operations refer to the application of algorithms with the goal of extracting hidden patterns and characteristics from text. Finally, postprocessing involves interpreting and validating knowledge obtained from TM operations. The focus of this chapter is on the different text mining operations. The readers are referred to other open source papers (Kobayashi et al., 2018b, 2018a) for a more comprehensive treatment of the other steps. Hereafter, all mentions of “data” refer to text data. Moreover, “document” and “text” are used interchangeably and corpus refers to the collection of text.
Text mining techniques require that the input data be in a specific format. Before applying TM techniques, unstructured text data is first transformed so that TM techniques can be applied (Weiss, Indurkhya, & Zhang, 2015). Unlike common approaches to analyzing quantitative data, in which data cleaning, data transformation, and data analysis are sequential and separate stages, the specific TM operation determines the text transformation because oftentimes a TM operation accepts only a particular text data format. In fact, when subsequent results are unsatisfactory, one can try different combinations of representations (Lewis, 1992; Scott & Matwin, 1999), different transformation methods, or TM operations. Usually different combinations of data transformation and analytical techniques are tested and evaluated. In essence, text transformation is a representation strategy in which free text is converted into structured format (or formally mathematical objects). Most analytical techniques accept a matrix structure, where the columns are the variables (more commonly referred to as features) and the rows are the documents (for instance résumés, vacancies, or biographies). A straightforward approach is to construct this matrix by simply using the words (or terms as they are more commonly known) as variables. The resulting matrix is called a “document-by-term matrix” in which the entries of the matrix are raw frequencies of terms occurring in the documents. In many applications, this is an obvious choice since words are the basic linguistic units that
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express meaning. Thus, in this transformation, each document is transformed into a “vector,” the size of which is equal to the size of the vocabulary (i.e. the set of unique words in the corpus), with each element representing the number of times a particular term occurs in that document (Scott & Matwin, 1999). By using raw frequencies, commonly occurring words in documents are given more weight.

Term frequency, in itself, may not be useful if the task is to make groupings or categories of documents (Kobayashi et al., 2018a). Consider the word “study” in a corpus consisting of abstracts of scientific articles. If the objective is to categorize the articles into topics or research themes then this term is not particularly informative in this particular context since many abstracts will contain this word. A way to prevent the inclusion of terms that possess little discriminatory power is to assign weights to each term that reflect its specificity to particular documents in a corpus (Lan et al., 2009). The most commonly used weighting procedure is the Inverse Document Frequency” (IDF) (Salton & Buckley, 1988). It is computed using the following formula:

\[
\text{IDF}(\text{term } i) = \log \frac{N}{n}
\]

where \(N\) is the corpus size and \(n\) is the number of documents containing term \(i\).

A term with an IDF of zero is useless in the discrimination process because that term is present in every document (i.e. \(N=n\)). In fact, IDF can also be used as a criterion to filter out common terms, that is, terms that have a low IDF have little discriminatory power and hence can be disregarded. When the raw term frequency (TF) and IDF are multiplied together it yields the popular TF-IDF, which in principle simultaneously accounts for both the word’s frequency and specificity (Frakes & Baeza-Yates, 1992) with higher values being more desirable.

One disadvantage of representing texts as a document-by-term matrix, is that it ignores word order information. This can be especially problematic when the goal is to extract semantics in text (Harish, Guru, & Manjunath, 2010). However, it turns out that despite ignoring word order information, this representation seems to work well for many text classification applications, such as in email spam detection, document authorship identification, and topic classification of news articles (Song, Liu, & Yang, 2005; Zhang, Yoshida, & Tang, 2008). Another disadvantage of the document-by-term matrix representation is the resulting high dimensionality, that is, size of the vocabulary. One can use different data dimensionality reduction methods to reduce the number of variables (e.g. variable selection and variable projection techniques) or employ specific techniques suited for data with high dimensionality. These techniques will be discussed in the Text Mining Operations section.

There are other ways to represent text such as using the n-gram approach which uses \(n\) consecutive words or letters (including spaces) as features. Another is one-hot encoding which represents each word as a vector consisting of 1 in the position of the word and 0 in the other positions. The vector has the same size as the vocabulary. For example, suppose that the vocabulary only has these words {“the”, “covid-19”,”
“pandemic”, “killed”, “thousands”, “of”, “people”) then the vector representation for “pandemic” is (0,0,1,0,0,0). This type of representation stands at the basis of neural word embedding (more on this later).

Once text is transformed, techniques such as classification or cluster analyses can be applied. Concatenating noncontiguous words can also tackle substantive questions about the text. For instance, in résumés of job applicants the proximity of the words “experience” and “year” together with a number are used to deduce applicants’ length of work experience.

**Text Mining Operations**

In the following sections, those TM operations which we find most applicable to careers research are discussed. This is followed by a discussion of methods that may be used to assess the credibility and validity of TM outcomes. Most of the techniques covered here accept the document-by-term matrix as input, otherwise we shall explicitly mention the format of the input data.

**Dimensionality reduction**

Document-by-term matrices tend to have many variables and subsequent analyses may suffer from what is called the *curse of dimensionality* (Aggarwal & Zhai, 2012; Alpaydin, 2014). It is usually desirable to reduce the size of these matrices by applying dimensionality reduction techniques. Benefits of reducing dimensionality include more tractable analysis, greater interpretability of results (e.g. it is easier to interpret variable relationships when there are few of them), and more efficient representation. Compared to working with the initial document-by-term matrices, dimensionality reduction may also reveal latent dimensions (e.g. higher level concepts) (Yarkoni, 2010) and may result in improved performance (Bingham & Mannila, 2001).

Two general approaches are commonly used to reduce dimensionality. One is to construct new latent variables and the second is to eliminate seemingly irrelevant variables. New variables are modeled as a (non)linear combination of the original variables and may be interpreted as latent constructs. For example, the words “flexible”, “willingness”, and “abroad” may be merged to express the concept of a “willingness to travel” in a corpus of job vacancies. An added advantage of dimensionality reduction techniques is that they may be used to eliminate variable multicollinearity.

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a classic tool which underlies techniques such as Latent Semantic Analysis (Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998) and Principal Components Analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 2005). Reducing the number of dimensions is accomplished by retaining only the first few largest singular values. Usually, this implies choosing latent dimensions and recovering the right dimensionality of the data because at times, true dimensionality is obscured by random noise.

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is commonly used when synonymy (i.e. different words that have the same meaning) and polysemy (i.e. one word used in different yet related senses) are present in the data. PCA is effective for data reduction as it preserves the variance in the data. Parallel analysis (Ford, MacCallum, & Tait, 1986;
Hayton, Allen, & Scarpello, 2004; Montanelli Jr & Humphreys, 1976) is the recommended strategy to choose how many dimensions to retain in PCA. A disadvantage of both LSA and PCA is that it may be difficult to interpret the derived dimensions. Another technique is Random Projection (RP) where data points are projected to a lower dimension while maintaining the distances among points (Vempala, 2005). Compared to PCA, RP is computationally less demanding and its results are comparable to those of PCA (Bingham & Mannila, 2001).

An alternative approach to reduce dimensionality is to eliminate variables by using variable selection methods (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003). In contrast to projection methods, variable selection methods do not create new variables but rather select from the existing variables by eliminating those that are uninformative or redundant (e.g. words that occur in too many documents such as “the”, “to”, “and”, “of”). Three types of methods are available: filters, wrappers, and embedded methods. Filters assign scores to variables and apply a cut-off score in order to select relevant variables. Popular filters are TF-IDF thresholding, Information Gain, and the Chi-squared statistic (Forman, 2003; Yang & Pedersen, 1997). Wrappers select the best subset of variables depending on the particular analytical method that is to be applied. Searching for the best subset of variables using embedded methods is accomplished by minimizing an objective function that simultaneously takes into account model performance and complexity. Model performance can be measured, for example, by prediction error (in the case of classification), and complexity is operationalized in terms of the number of variables in the model. In line with Ockham’s razor, the preferred subset is the one that achieves the best balance between the number of variables (fewer is better) and prediction error (lower is better). In practice, the model prediction error is computed using a separate test set. That is, the model is developed on training data and validated on a separate sample of testing data.

**Text Clustering**

Many tasks in TM involve grouping documents such that documents belonging to the same group are similar and documents from different groups are dissimilar (Jain, Murty, & Flynn, 1999; Steinbach, Karypis, & Kumar, 2000). The process of grouping is called *clustering*. The main uses of text clustering are to organize documents to facilitate efficient search and retrieval and to impose an automatic categorization of documents. For example, text clustering has been used to create topical groupings in a collection of legal documents (Conrad et al., 2005) and automatic grouping of search query results (Osinski & Weiss, 2005). In many clustering procedures the researcher needs to define a measure of distance between texts. Commonly used measures that operate on vector representations are the Euclidean and Hamming distances.

Most clustering algorithms are categorized as either hierarchical or partitional (Steinbach et al., 2000). Hierarchical clustering algorithms are classified into either agglomerative or divisive. In agglomerative clustering, initially there are as many clusters as there are documents and then gradually clusters are merged until all
objects belong to a single cluster. Conversely, the divisive approach entails first assigning all documents to a single big cluster and recursively splitting clusters until each document is in its own cluster. The merging (or splitting) of clusters is often-times depicted using a tree or dendrogram.

For partitional clustering the user has to specify the number of clusters beforehand and clusters are formed by optimizing an objective function that is usually based on the distances of the objects to the centers of the clusters to which they have been assigned. The popular $k$-means algorithm is an example of partitional clustering (Derpanis, 2006). One key challenge in clustering is the determination of how many clusters to form. Since clustering is an exploratory and inductive technique, a common strategy is to try out different numbers of clusters ($k$) and use cluster evaluation metrics (e.g. Dunn index, Silhouette coefficient, or an external evaluation criterion) to decide upon the most suitable number of clusters (Jain et al., 1999).

**Topic Modeling**

Topic modeling can be applied to automatically extract topics from documents, where extracted topics represent latent constructs or themes. For example, in a corpus of exit interviews, one could set out to extract the various reasons that people have mentioned for quitting their current job. In machine learning and natural language processing, topic models are probabilistic models that are used to discover topics by examining the pattern of term frequencies (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003). Its mathematical formulation has two premises: a topic is characterized by a distribution of terms and each document contains a mixture of different topics. The most likely topic of a document is therefore determined by its terms. For example, when an exit interview contains words such as “pay”, “compensation”, “salary”, and “incentive”, one of its candidate topics is “rewards or compensation”.

Perhaps the most popular topic models are the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) model and the Correlated Topic Model (CTM) (Blei & Lafferty, 2007). LDA and CTM both operate on the document-by-term matrix (Porteous et al., 2008). CTM will yield almost the same topics as LDA. The main difference between the two is that in LDA, topics are assumed to be uncorrelated (i.e. orthogonal), whereas in CTM topics can be correlated. In comparing LSA with LDA, the latter has been found to be particularly suitable for documents containing multiple topics (Lee et al., 2010). Supervised Topic Modeling is an extension of LDA (McAuliffe & Blei, 2008). The modeling assumptions remain the same as in LDA except that it is possible to incorporate an outcome variable. For example, one could use Supervised LDA to extract those career shocks from interview transcripts that are related to a quantitative measure of career sustainability.

**Classification**

Classification is the assignment of objects to predefined classes or categories, which unlike clustering are known a priori. Logistic regression is perhaps the best-known
classification method. The goal is to construct a model that can predict the category of a given document. Example applications of text classification are spam or ham classification of emails (Youn & McLeod, 2007), authorship identification (Houvardas & Stamatatos, 2006), thematic categorization (Phan, Nguyen, & Horiguchi, 2008), and identification of sentiments in product reviews (Dave, Lawrence, & Pennock, 2003; Hu & Liu, 2004; Pang & Lee, 2008; Popescu & Etzioni, 2007). In the career domain, one could consider using written performance appraisals to predict dichotomously coded promotion decisions for a particular time period. For a fuller discussion and tutorial on text classification we refer the reader to Kobayashi et al. (2018a).

**Neural Word Embeddings**

Word embedding involves the mapping of a vocabulary of words to vectors of real numbers, this with the purpose of looking at the similarity and dissimilarity of the word vectors. Similarity and/or dissimilarity between vector representations can help gain intuition in the relation between words, for example “What are the top 5 most similar words to career satisfaction.” Furthermore, vector representations allow us to perform certain arithmetic operations with an equal linguistic meaning, for example “Job” – “Pay” might result in a vector representation closest to “Voluntary work” (note that this is but an example).

A central paradigm for deriving these word vector representations is the distributional assumption on which it is based. First proposed by Harris in 1970, the distributional assumption states that words in similar contexts have similar meaning. For example, we could derive the meaning of the knowledge, skill, and abilities (KSAs) from certain occupations by looking at the context in which the KSAs occur. Thus, occupations related to “Computer Science,” will then be describing a context containing KSAs such as; “data structures and algorithms,” “optimization,” “discrete mathematics,” and so on. However, in order to fully capture the semantics of, for example, “Computer Science,” domain-specific documents fully capturing the terminology describing the phenomenon “Computer Science” has to be eminent.

There are a variety of different methods to derive the word representations. Levy, Goldberg, and Dagan (2015) compared matrix-based algorithms, such as positive pointwise mutual information (PPMI) and singular value decomposition (SVD) to neural methods such as skip-gram with negative sampling (SGNS) and GloVe. Results found mostly local or insignificant performance differences between the methods, with no global advantage to any single approach over the others (Levy et al., 2015). For a more comprehensive overview and practical recommendations towards the implementation of the right method we refer the reader to Levy et al. (2015).

**Validation and Postprocessing**

The postprocessing step may involve domain experts to assist in determining how the output of the models can be used to improve existing processes, theory, and/or frame-
works. Two major issues are usually addressed here. The first is to find out whether the extracted patterns are real and not just random occurrences due to the sheer size of the data (e.g. by applying Bonferroni’s principle). The second is, as with all empirical research, whether data and results are valid. Establishing validity (e.g. content, construct, internal, and external validity), and (therewith) the credibility of the output of TM models is particularly important for TM to gain legitimacy in careers research. It is important to note here that it is not the TM procedures that need to be validated but the output (in the same manner that we do not validate Factor Analysis), for example, the predictions of a TM based classifier.

Prior to being applied to support decision making and knowledge generation, the validity of TM based findings will need to be established. When TM is used to identify and operationalize key careers constructs, using different forms of data triangulation will help generate content and construct validity evidence. For example, in our job analysis example of TM application, which follows below, we enlisted the help of job analysts and subject matter experts in evaluating the output of the TM of vacancy texts. In other cases, TM outcomes could be compared to survey data, as was the case in the study on the role of personality in language use (Yarkoni, 2010). More generally, TM based models will require a comparative evaluation in which (part of) the TM output is correlated with independent or external data sources or other “standards” (such as the aforementioned survey or expert data). Though it is easy to view TM as a mechanistic means of extracting information from data, the input of domain/subject matter experts is critically important.

A straightforward practice for content validation is to have independent experts validate TM output. For example, in text classification, subject matter experts (SMEs) may be consulted from time to time to assess whether the resulting classifications of text are correct or not. A high agreement between the experts and the model provides an indication of the content-related validity of the model. The agreement is usually quantified using measures such as the Cohen’s kappa or intra-class correlation coefficient.

Another way to validate TM output is through replication, data triangulation, and/ or through an indirect inferential routing (Binning & Barrett, 1989). The standard can be established by obtaining external data using accepted measures or instruments that may provide theory based operationalizations that should or should not be correlated to the model. Such correlations give an indication of construct validity. For example, to validate experience requirements extracted from job vacancies, one can administer questionnaires to job incumbents asking them about their experience. Validity is then ascertained through the correlation between both operationalizations. This can be replicated on various types of text to assess if the TM model consistently generates valid experience requirements for a particular occupation. In theory, one could even compute full multi-trait multi-method correlation matrices (Campbell & Fiske, 1959) to compare the measurements obtained from TM with established instruments, although in practice it may be difficult to obtain the fully crossed dataset that it requires.
As with the statistical analyses that are (more) commonly applied in career research, text mining procedures in and of themselves cannot support causal inference (i.e. internal validity) unless the study design is such that, next to association, temporal precedence and isolation are also established. Given that many text mining applications rely on “data exhaust” (i.e. data that were not purposively collected for investigating the research questions at hand) and between-subjects designs, this is often difficult if not impossible to achieve. Despite these constraints, inferences pertaining to internal validity may be strengthened by collecting multiple waves of data and seeking to establish that changes in (a set of) TM based independent variable(s) are predictably related to changes in some hypothesized dependent variable(s) over time. Furthermore, although the ideal of randomized allocation of subjects to (pseudo-)experimental conditions may not always be viable, the sheer size of the data may likely yield sufficient statistical power to include a large number of theory based (Bernerth & Aguinis, 2016) control variables and/or to leverage a propensity score matching approach. Finally, as to external validity researchers need to be cognizant of the fact that although a given textual dataset may be qualified as being “big” it may still represent a non-randomly selected sample from a (much) larger population to which one wishes to generalize. The fact that Amazon ceased its résumé screening program, could be argued to have resulted from the fact that the (what turned out to be a gender biased) algorithm, was trained on an unrepresentative sample of data that was dominated by successful males. In our own work on vacancy mining we have also struggled with defining what our population is comprised of in the first place. Should the unit of analysis be vacancy, job, job candidate, or task? Clearly, whatever is decided upon has an important bearing on inferences pertaining to external validity. In sum, it is critical that the evaluation metrics developed and accepted within the data science tradition, must be augmented with the aforementioned validity types so as to facilitate adequate and accurate knowledge generation and decision making.

TEXT MINING EXAMPLE: SALARY PREDICTION FROM JOB VACANCIES

The purpose of this section is to illustrate how text mining may be applied in practice. The example uses job vacancies as a data source. The objective is to create a model that can be used to predict the salary associated with a particular occupation from job descriptions in job vacancies. The results could be used to shed light on the pay dynamics across jobs and may answer the question of what makes a particular job pay more as compared with other jobs. Although, there are many factors that affect pay (e.g. discrimination, geographic immobility, supply and demand of labor, etc.), here we examined how text mining could identify those antecedents that derive from the nature of the job. Also, based on the results we briefly discussed the issue of how skill requirements influence pay.
Salary Prediction from Job Vacancies

Every day, thousands of vacancies are posted to job boards and employment websites across the world. These vacancies are rapidly becoming a valuable source of job information. Most vacancies contain both worker-oriented (e.g. abilities, skills, knowledge, etc.) and job-oriented (e.g. work activities) information (cf. Peterson et al., 2001). Job analysts and labor organizations are looking for ways on how to use this abundant source of data to answer questions about jobs including evolution of skill demand, emergence of new jobs, and job task analysis. From the career research perspective, TM of vacancies can be to support career counseling and educational choices of students (Messum et al., 2017) and for quantifying the readiness of employees with respect to new work paradigms (Fareri et al., 2020).

A crucial step in using these vacancies is to be able to analyze their textual contents. For example, jobs may be grouped according to skill requirements or activities performed in the job. Also, job categories may reflect differences in salary. Classifying vacancies would give us better understanding of the job demand in each industry and may form the basis of further analysis such as the investigation of which skills are better compensated in the labor market.

Although there are already existing taxonomies of jobs and their associated pay systems, salary differences are still present even within the same job category and likely to change over time. Some researchers ascribe these differences to gender and/or salary negotiation skill (Säve-Söderbergh, 2019; Voigt & Ruppert, 2019). While other researchers point out other factors including artificial barriers (e.g. union and government restraints) and investment in human capital. In our small example, we will try to elucidate such salary differences just by analyzing job vacancies. Guided by the expansive literature on wage differentials, we attempt to identify some underlying factors influencing salary differences solely from analyzing vacancies. This approach applies a TM technique, specifically supervised LDA, to automatically extract topics from these vacancies and use these topics to create a predictive model of salary. The approach here is exploratory in nature but can be used as a basis for subsequent hypothesis testing. The following steps, which are explained in greater detail below, were followed: (1) Preprocess and transform the textual content of job vacancies, (2) extract topical patterns and build the model for salary prediction, and lastly, (3) evaluate the performance of the resulting model. This evaluation will be done by running the model on test data (i.e. data not used in building the model). Once we have determined that the model yields a reliable (consistent) prediction of salary, we can then develop strategies to establish evidence for content, construct, internal, and external validity, along the ways that were outlined earlier, although clearly some outcome and design would need to be defined for the establishment of internal validity. Although this process is unwieldy, and perhaps even beyond the scope of a single empirical study, ultimately, the insights we derive from examining how predictions are obtained and how they relate to other constructs may improve our understanding regarding pay differences in jobs and may form the basis for succeeding analyses.
Data
The data consisted of 50,000 job vacancies posted to various job boards in the United Kingdom. The automatic prediction of salary from job vacancy descriptions is expected to shed light on how salary differs across job groups. Furthermore, by analyzing the content of vacancies it should be possible to provide career options on jobs that pay better and a more detailed quantification of the skill–salary relationship, that is, how each skill is valued in the labor market.

Preprocessing
The first step in the process is text preprocessing. First, we extracted relevant content from text. Each vacancy is in HTML format, hence, HTML and other formatting tags (e.g. tabs, new line, and long whitespaces) were removed. Moreover, numbers, punctuation marks and stop words (Dolamic & Savoy, 2010; Fox, 1989) for the English language were deleted. Upper case letters were converted to lower case and finally all terms containing only two characters were removed. Extra whitespace and whitespaces at the beginning and end of the description were trimmed out. The extra whitespaces were the result of removing characters. An example job description and the resulting text after applying the preceding text cleaning procedures is shown in Table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original text</th>
<th>Resulting cleaned text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply now Castles Solicitors are looking for a part</td>
<td>apply now castle solicitor look part full time legal secretary admin assistant join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ full time Legal Secretary / Admin Assistant to join</td>
<td>team hurstpierpoint work across multiple department flexible work hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>their team in Hurstpierpoint, working across multiple departments (flexible</td>
<td>available ideally hour week essential skill microsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>working hours available ideally 20+ hours a week) Essential skills:</td>
<td>excel competent ability communicate client via email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft and excel competent Ability to communicate with clients via email</td>
<td>telephone organisation good time management ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and telephone Organisation / good time management Ability to work independently</td>
<td>work independently part team gcse math english desirable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and as part of a teamGCSE Maths and English C or above Desirable but not</td>
<td>essential full train will give legal background qualification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>essential as full training will be given: Legal background / qualifications</td>
<td>previous office experience experience case management system role communicate client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous office experience Experience with case management systems Role:</td>
<td>create appointment general diary management open close file general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating with clients and creating appointments / general</td>
<td>correspondence client 3 party draft legal document type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diary management Opening and closing file General Correspondence with clients</td>
<td>dictation general admin role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and third partiesDrafting legal documents Typing from dictation</td>
<td>General admin roles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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are a few nuances that we needed to deal with in order to extract the salaries, one is some salaries are provided on an hourly and monthly rate. Another is, some vacancies provide a range rather than a single figure for the salary. In order to harmonize the different salary rates, we converted all hourly and monthly salaries to annual salaries. For the hourly salary, we multiplied the hourly rate by 1538 which is the average hours per year that a full-time employee in the UK will spend working. In the same manner, we multiplied reported monthly salary by 12. For salary ranges, we computed mean salary or the middle of the range as an estimate of the salary and multiplied by an appropriate number to convert them to annual salaries. We put all extracted and calculated salaries in a column vector. Finally, we merged the column containing the salary of each job with the DTM.

**Supervised LDA**

For the supervised LDA part, we extracted one hundred topics. The choice of 100 topics is default in many other studies (Airoldi & Bischof, 2016; Wallach et al., 2009). However, the choice for the number of topics to retain can be evidenced by examining the prediction accuracy of models with varying numbers of topics. Since the purpose here is to illustrate rather than to optimize accuracy, the choice for 100 topics suffices in this case. The outcome of our supervised LDA here is a predictive model that is used for predicting salary (similar to a linear regression model). Aside from predicting salary, we can also examine the topics that were created. For purposes of illustration, we show nine topics in Table 7.2. The rest of the topics can be obtained upon request from the first author. In principal components analysis (PCA) in quantitative research, factor loadings are examined to interpret PC dimensions, in topic modeling, a topic can be interpreted by inspecting the top words, that is words that have the highest probabilities of belonging to the topic. The content of the vacancies is summarized by the topics such as shown in Table 7.2. Some topics are indicative of the job requirements written in vacancies. Finally, Table 7.3 shows the salary ranges and sample job titles associated to topics 3, 9, 32, 33, and 76.

Predictive performance is measured using the mean squared errors which is computed by the following formula:

\[
\text{mean squared error} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{observed}_i - \text{predicted}_i)^2
\]

where \( n \) is the size of the corpus. The performance was evaluated using 10-fold cross validation Kohavi (1995).
Table 7.2  Sample topics constructed using supervised topic model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 8</th>
<th>Topic 19</th>
<th>Topic 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>food</td>
<td>member</td>
<td>software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chef</td>
<td>ability</td>
<td>developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>restaurant</td>
<td>relevant</td>
<td>technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kitchen</td>
<td>communicate</td>
<td>test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hotel</td>
<td>effectively</td>
<td>web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hospitality</td>
<td>communication</td>
<td>java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guest</td>
<td>check</td>
<td>net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cater</td>
<td>write</td>
<td>sql</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>head</td>
<td>responsibility</td>
<td>script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fresh</td>
<td>clear</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 25</th>
<th>Topic 27</th>
<th>Topic 29</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>digital</td>
<td>maintenance</td>
<td>safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>machine</td>
<td>health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>campaign</td>
<td>installation</td>
<td>energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>system</td>
<td>requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>content</td>
<td>carry</td>
<td>responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brand</td>
<td>equipment</td>
<td>legislation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>channel</td>
<td>tool</td>
<td>environmental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agency</td>
<td>gas</td>
<td>assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>online</td>
<td>repair</td>
<td>current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strategy</td>
<td>test</td>
<td>qualification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 40</th>
<th>Topic 61</th>
<th>Topic 86</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>datum</td>
<td>care</td>
<td>engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analyst</td>
<td>people</td>
<td>manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analysis</td>
<td>worker</td>
<td>maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>report</td>
<td>social</td>
<td>production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>insight</td>
<td>child</td>
<td>mechanical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analyse</td>
<td>young</td>
<td>electrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model</td>
<td>health</td>
<td>equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analytic</td>
<td>home</td>
<td>technical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analytics</td>
<td>community</td>
<td>plant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>use</td>
<td>life</td>
<td>electronic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results**

The 10-fold cross validation yielded an average mean squared error of 0.16 which denotes good performance. For the postprocessing, and to establish construct validity, the model is applied to predict the salary in the vacancies in the test data and it yielded a mean squared error of 0.23. We also used the output of the model to examine which topics are associated with high and low salaries. Figure 7.2 shows the highest five topics and lowest five topics as they relate to salary. The figure shows that jobs about strategy planning, banking jobs, and jobs located in big cities (e.g. London and Birmingham) tend to pay more than cleaning and call center jobs. Figure 7.3 shows the ordering of skills and knowledge as they relate to salaries. As can be
Table 7.3  
*Job titles, salary ranges associated with topics 3, 9, 32, and 76*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Average salary</th>
<th>Top job titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>organisation partner strategy develop key stakeholder strategic plan influence relationship</td>
<td>50,000‒115,000</td>
<td>“Head of Communications and Engagement,” “Head of Internal Communications &amp; Engagement,” “Head of Partnerships and Performance,” “Stakeholder Engagement Strategy Manager Commercial Excellence,” “Chief Product Officer”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>risk bank programme function operational investment asset knowledge financial senior</td>
<td>90,000‒132,000</td>
<td>“Operational Risk Manager,” “Senior Investment Risk Manager,” “Financial Intelligence Specialist,” “Treasury Analyst, Liquidity Management, ALM, Banking,” “Brexit Risk Manager – Insurance Delegated Authority Background,” “Chief Operation Officer, FX trading”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>clean area facility duty use keep general part equipment site</td>
<td>16,800‒26,000</td>
<td>“School Cleaner,” “Housekeeping Assistant/Laundry Assistant,” “Cleaning Operatives/Cleaners Night – Gatwick Airport,” “Refuse/Recycling Loader,” “Aircraft Cleaning Operatives- Heathrow Airport,” “Night Cleaning Manager”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>detail ability attention communication deadline pressure write organisational verbal able</td>
<td>25,000‒50,000</td>
<td>“Litigation Support Specialist – Northampton,” “Trade and Transaction Reporting Officer,” “Recruitment Resourcer – Admin,” “Sales Administrator,” “Marketing CRM Assistant,” “Desktop Publishing Specialist,” “IT Project Support Analyst,” “Administrator,” “Temporary Sales Administrator,” “Sales Order Processor,” “Immigration Solicitor,” “Costs Draftsman”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>call centre free park yorkshire advisor contact inbound outbound position</td>
<td>22,500‒78,000</td>
<td>“Call Centre Advisor,” “Your 1st Call Centre Customer Service Advisor Job,” “Receptionist,” “Assistant Buyer/Purchasing Assistant,” “Retail/Shop Supervisor,” “Digital Marketing Executive,” “Customer Services Adviser – Investment and Financial Services,” “Telesales Executive,” “Collections Advisor”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7.2  Top five topics associated to higher pay (first five) and topics associated to least pay (last five)

Note: The x-axis represents the coefficients of the predictive model; the higher the coefficients the higher the contribution to salary. The error bars represent the standard errors of the coefficients.

Figure 7.3  Knowledge and skills associated with higher pay

seen, knowledge on finance, software development and data analysis command high salaries in the labor market. Moreover, organizing, leadership, and problem-solving skills are also highly valued. Other employee characteristics that also appear to incur higher pay are being motivated and ambitious. It is surprising to see that communication skills does not figure in the list of high paying skills. One explanation is this skill is commonly required and that it is usually stated in low paying jobs such as in
call centers or administrative support. We investigated further by analyzing which job categories tend to pay higher. Figure 7.4a shows a scatter plot of jobs according to average salary and availability. It is obvious that some high paying jobs are not necessarily in high demand, this can be explained by the fact that these jobs require higher ability and more experience (more investment in human capital). Another explanation is that the productivity of workers in these job categories contribute more to the revenue of the companies (banking, strategy, and consultancy jobs). Two job categories seem to offer very good opportunity/outlook because of their high demand and pay, these are IT and accountancy qualified jobs. Professional jobs lie somewhere above the median salary and jobs in retail, admin, social care, customer service or related to leisure are the least paying jobs, with the exception of apprenticeship jobs which usually are unpaid jobs. We compared our results with the data from the National Statistics Office of UK (Smith, 2019) (Figure 7.4b) and we find similarity in terms of the ranking of job categories with respect to salary. The similarity provides an evidence of the content validity of the information extracted from job vacancies. This example showed the feasibility of developing a prediction model for the automatic prediction of salary from text. The resulting classifier is scalable as it can predict salaries on thousands of vacancies which would be laborious and time consuming when done manually. Moreover, the model also sheds light on what determines salaries in jobs which can be difficult to determine especially in the case of new jobs.
Other Potential Applications

In the preceding section we applied a text mining technique (e.g. supervised topic modeling) on a problem not only of potential interest to career researchers but also to labor economists, and education researchers. Here we explore other potential avenues for future research at the interface between text mining and careers research by suggesting some ideas how existing problems in career research can be reconceptualized as a text mining problem. Our recommendations are purely speculative at the moment and are aimed to excite and provide inspiration to career researchers to incorporate text in their analysis as well as to encourage them to collaborate with text mining experts.

Studies that attempt to analyze how individual attributes relate to career outcomes may benefit from text mining. Specifically TM may provide highly scalable and unobtrusive means of assessing those psychological constructs that careers researchers often hypothesize to predict career outcomes. Not only would this approach prevent burdening respondents with lengthy surveys, it also has the potential to

generate data for much larger samples than we are typically accustomed to. One may build a simple score-based system that measures how each word is related to a certain a career concept or dimension using frequency analysis or word-embedding approaches (Shen, Brdiczka, & Liu, 2013; Yarkoni, 2010). Indeed, results from TM can be compared to Likert-scale questionnaires and when the results are properly validated, they may even be used in situations where it is not feasible to gather participants to complete survey measures, for example in observational studies or in the use of secondary text (web blogs, speeches, essays, etc.).

Another potential application is in helping students shape career interests and paths that may lead to satisfaction/well-being. For example, in conceptualizing personal goals, students may be encouraged to write about their career goals in narrative form. By running topic modeling, we may be able to surmise pivotal goal components that relate to career satisfaction. Also, we may build classification models to automatically sort goals into choice or performance goals. The classification is trained by preparing a training data where subject matter experts (SMEs) annotate the goal narratives by manually classifying the mentioned goals into the two categories. Using the annotated narratives, a classification model can be trained and subsequently applied to other goal narratives.

Text mining can also be used in the analysis of mentoring relationships such as in coaching evaluation. Analyzing the written evaluation of or testimonials about career development coaches may be used to analyze which criteria are important for training and development. By analyzing coaches’ evaluation using latent semantic analysis (LSA) we may be able to untangle how coaches differ in their evaluation based on length of experience and expertise (Theeboom et al., 2017). This can be done by relating the results of LSA to training outcomes.

Perhaps, one big advantage of text mining in today’s research landscape is its ability to analyze big text data that transcend organization and geographical boundaries. Nowadays, online text data about almost anything are readily available and can be collected via an application programming interface (API) or web crawling. Also, these text data can be routinely analyzed even in the absence of a solid theoretical model. A newer approach is to run text analysis on a specific corpus, evaluate whether the patterns extracted are of practical/theoretical significance, before digging deeper in the hope that the extracted information can be used as a basis for building conceptual models (i.e. as is done in grounded theory approach). This approach is particularly useful to study new phenomena in careers research. For example, in the study of new forms of organizing problems, Karanović, Berends, and Engel (2020) applied structural topic modeling to analyze how workers in the platform economy engage with novel forms of organizing across regulatory structures. By analyzing posts in fora set up by the workers themselves, the authors found that workers respond differently to organizing solutions imposed by these platforms. Hence, this may reveal a new dimension of worker–employer relationship in platforms where this relationship is fuzzy. Note that using traditional methods in careers research to investigate this phenomenon may be challenging because it involves non-traditional workers who are dispersed across the globe.
### Table 7.4 Potential applications of text mining in career research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career topics</th>
<th>Text source</th>
<th>Text mining methods</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Sample studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study of psychological constructs as they relate to career outcomes</td>
<td>Responses in open-ended questions</td>
<td>Frequency analysis, word embedding</td>
<td>Matched to validated Likert-style questionnaires</td>
<td>Shen et al. (2013); Yarkoni (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training and development</td>
<td>Coaching/trainer evaluation</td>
<td>Latent semantic analysis</td>
<td>Validate through subject matter experts and data triangulation. Also through predictive validity</td>
<td>Theeboom et al. (2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New employment relationships</td>
<td>Posts in online forum, web blogs, and twitter data</td>
<td>Structured topic modeling</td>
<td>Subject matter experts</td>
<td>Karanović et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job turnover intention</td>
<td>Articles and exit interview transcripts</td>
<td>Text classification and frequency analysis</td>
<td>Matched to turnover decisions; convergent validity by investigating its relationship to organizational commitment, job satisfaction, and organizational justice</td>
<td>Barrick &amp; Zimmerman (2005); Frederiksen (2017); Lee, Kim, &amp; Mun (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work/non-work conflict</td>
<td>Diary; interview transcript; self-evaluation</td>
<td>Longitudinal topic modeling (e.g. dynamic topic models)</td>
<td>Convergent validity as well as predictive validity by relating it to family, physical and psychological health outcomes</td>
<td>Dettmers (2017); Judge, Van Vianen, &amp; De Pater (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expatriate assignments</td>
<td>Expatriates narratives from semi-structured interviews</td>
<td>Topic modeling and text classification</td>
<td>Subject matter experts (e.g. expatriates coaches)</td>
<td>Salomaa &amp; Makela (2017); Wechtler et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, text mining is not limited to the above-mentioned topics or applications, it can be used to study well-established career topics such as job turnover (Frederiksen, 2017), job burnout (Lizano & Barak, 2015; Reid, Short, & McKenny, 2017), work/non-work conflict (Dettmers, 2017), and expatriation (Wechtler, Koveshnikov, & Tienari, 2018). As long as there are free texts one can get hold of, the limits of investigation lie on the researchers’ creativity and imagination. In order to proceed with the analysis, our recommendation is to first investigate whether existing conceptual models are available to guide the text mining process. A model can be used to judge the validity of the extracted patterns. However, the models should not limit the inquiry as potentially interesting patterns may emerge. New interesting patterns may be used to improve or even to refute the model. The researcher may subject the
patterns to both data triangulation and validation (e.g. use of subject matter experts, convergent validity and predictive validity) as this will enhance the credibility of the newly discovered concept. Table 7.4 summarizes how existing and new career concepts can be analyzed through text mining.

CONCLUSION

The proliferation of text data about peoples’ career and the development of text analytical techniques hold great promise in accelerating and augmenting career research. However, up to this time, most career studies seldom utilize unstructured text as data, and if used, text analysis is usually limited to counting word frequencies. Text mining enables career researchers to augment their text analytical toolkit with powerful analytical techniques from machine learning and statistics. As illustrated in this chapter, text mining is a process that broadly consists of three iterative phases: text preprocessing, the application of TM operations, and finally postprocessing. We hope to have provided readers with: (i) a general understanding of how text is transformed to a form amenable to the application of analytical techniques, (ii) the ability to identify appropriate TM operations to address a research problem, and (iii) tactics to validate the results. Finally, TM derived insights may be further investigated through hypothesis testing in order to inform theory. This perhaps is the real crux why career researchers may be interested in using text mining in their investigations. Although, this chapter is largely written to instruct, it is our hope that through this chapter more career researchers will augment their analytical toolkit with TM, and that this in turn will lead to a better understanding of how careers develop.
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